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____________________
KAMINI PATHER, 32
CHEF AND TV HOST
“I like using Indian spices but my dishes
are not really Indian,” says Kamini Pather
(near right), winner of Masterchef South
Africa’s second season. “Food is personal
and tells your story, and as much as I
have an Indian heritage, that’s not my
whole story.”
The latest chapter of her story sees her
hosting a travel show, Girl Eats World, on
Food Network. Calling on her origins as a
food blogger, the show follows her as she
seeks out local bloggers in 10 destinations
around the world to showcase their city.
Her hyper-local approach extends to
her sartorial tastes as well: “Much like
with food, my philosophy about fashion
is local,” she says, naming Kisua, Erre
Fashion and Kirsten Goss as some of her
favourite South African labels. “I even
started a hashtag, #EatLocalWearLocal.”

_____________________
SHASHI NAIDOO, 34
MODEL AND ENTREPRENEUR
Is there a hot-blooded male in South
Africa who hasn’t heard of Shashi
Naidoo? Hers is the face that’s
launched a thousand brands, from
Coca-Cola to Samsung. The petite
model was “discovered” when delivering
flowers to an ad agency, a side business
she ran while studying chiropractic
medicine; her entrepreneurial spirit later
resurfaced when she established her
own modelling agency.
“I’m very short for a model, and
initially I struggled to find an agency
that would take me,” she recalls. And
so she started her company Alushi,
representing models that don’t fit the
tall, size-zero mould. Naidoo also runs a
fashion blog, Shashi’s Closet: “My style
is romantic and feminine, with a touch
of bling—my Indian roots mean I like
anything that’s shiny and pretty!” >
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FOCUS

CAPE OF
GOOD HOPE
In a continent not far away, there’s a petite model
who’s standing up for her ilk in an industry of
Amazons, a hotshot company executive empowering
businesswomen in her adopted country, a chef putting
Indian ingredients in newer contexts. Meet the women
of Indian descent who are adding their own flair to
South Africa. By SARAH KHAN
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ANJUM AHMED, 29
CO-FOUNDER, 27PINKX
She might have studied law, but Anjum
Ahmed’s true calling became evident much
earlier on. “For fun I would do my friends’
make-up—I did my first bride at 14,”
she remembers.
Since trendy beauty brands weren’t
accessible in South Africa, Anjum and
sister Khatija launched 27Pinkx, selling
global products alongside their own
make-up organisers and brushes. “Good
make-up starts with good tools, and we
want everyone to have access to those,”
she says.
Ahmed favours labels such as Burberry,
Thula Sindi and Diane von Furstenberg,
mixed in with high-street brands like Zara
and H&M. “I like to wear pieces that are
polished and well-tailored,” she says. “I
have to find looks that help me transition
seamlessly between my roles as a mother,
businesswoman and wife.”

W

When I moved to Cape Town from
New York in 2013, one of the things
that struck me right away was the vibrant Indian community I became a
part of—and, in particular, the number of successful and sophisticated Indian women I kept coming across in
the pages of glossy magazines and on
television. I shouldn’t have been quite
so surprised, though; South Africa is
home to one of the largest Indian communities outside India, and with a 150year presence in the country, they’ve
made their mark on fields ranging
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from medicine to mining, fashion to
film. The lasting Indian influence likely owes some of its longevity to apartheid. “Because of apartheid, you were
forced to stay in your community,
forced to marry your own kind, so people held on to something—they embraced their similarities and their culture,” says actor Kajal Bagwandeen.
But what’s particularly intriguing is
the hybrid South African-Indian identity that’s emerged: Indian brides often wear white to their weddings with
mehendi on their hands, and though

the languages may have been lost over
the decade, certain traditions and rituals persist.
“South Africans of Indian descent
have their own identity,” adds Bagwandeen. “They relate to Indians in
India and their ‘motherland’ in small
ways, but when you do eventually go
there, there is a culture shock.”
The professional success of the community is also, in some ways, a result
of apartheid. “One of the legacies of
apartheid was that you studied for a
professional qualification,” says Nazmeera Moola, an economist and stratgist based in Cape Town. “The expectation historically was that you’re not
going to be employed in the corporate
space, so you need something that’s
professionally viable.”
These days, glamorous women of Indian descent are dominating their industries across the southern tip of the
African continent—and they’re as
comfortable in the workplace in Dolce
& Gabbana as they are wearing local
design star David Tlale. We’ve sought
out eight dynamic trailblazers from Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban
who are making a name for themselves
in everything from modelling to finance
to beauty. >
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CARMENI NAIDOO, 36
PARTNER, DELOITTE
SOUTH AFRICA
When you think of appropriate
attire for a coal mine, chances are
it doesn’t involve high heels. “The
first time I went to a mine, I rocked
up in a pair of Jimmy Choo
stilettos and a classic LBD,” says
Carmeni Naidoo.
The longtime Deloitte
executive—she recalls writing a
letter to the CEO when she was
nine, instructing him to “wait for
me, I’m coming!”—returned from
stints with Deloitte’s New York,
Sydney and London offices to
focus on the company’s mining
and manufacturing practice in
Johannesburg. But she
doesn’t let her line of work
get in the way of her
femininity: “I couldn’t be
anything other than a lady,”
she says. “I don’t think I’ve
ever worn trousers to work.”

__________________________
KAJAL BAGWANDEEN, 31
ACTOR, TV PRESENTER,
PRODUCER
As host of the lifestyle show Mela,
Kajal Bagwandeen is a familiar face
in South Africa. But her decade-long
entertainment career is a departure
from her accounting background.
“Growing up in an Indian family, your
parents really want you to study and
make something of yourself,” she
recalls. “As much as I had this dream
of being a movie star as a kid, I was
directed toward academics. In their
eyes, how will you make a living?”
She’s doing just fine, having been
a fixture on stage, soaps and films.
These days, she’s focusing her energy
on producing. “I don’t think there are
enough women in South Africa who
are doing their own thing,” she says.
“It’s a huge challenge but I’m very
positive that this is going to work.”>
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KASS NAIDOO, 37
CRICKET COMMENTATOR
At 14, when many girls are harbouring
whimsical career aspirations—princess,
anyone?—Kass Naidoo fantasised
about becoming South Africa’s first
female cricket commentator.
She achieved her dream at 25, when she
hosted the 2003 Cricket World Cup for
South African television—a combination
of hard work and serendipity. “They
discovered me in the corridors of South
African Broadcasting Corporation, where
I was a producer of evening news,” she
recalls. “They gave me an audition with
SABC Sports, and when a commentator
quit I was the anchor on the World Cup.”
Naidoo is also passionate about the
Gsport Awards, the country’s only awards
for women in sports, which she founded
with her husband. “We’re hoping that
the work we do will help raise the profile
of women’s sports,” she says.

______________________
FARZANAH MALL, 38
DIRECTOR, KPMG, AND
PRESIDENT OF BUSINESSWOMEN
OF SOUTH AFRICA
Politics and economics were typical
conversations in Farzanah Mall’s childhood
home in Durban. “I’m a nerd by nature,” she
says. An astute dean gave her advice that
cemented her destiny: “You need to go all
the way to the top of the corporate world
to do both the things you’re passionate
about—building businesses and economic
empowerment.”
And that’s what she’s done, as a director
at KPMG and president of Businesswomen
of South Africa, overseeing programmes
to empower women in South Africa. Given
her business acumen, Mall recognises that
uplifting women is as much about equality
as it is about good economic sense: “If you
don’t have women who understand the
buying decisions of women, you won’t get a
competitive edge,” she says.>
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NAZMEERA MOOLA, 37
ECONOMIST AND STRATEGIST
“You need to know numbers, but you also
need to understand politics and the social
context of a country,” says Nazmeera Moola,
remembering the first time she saw a foreign
exchange strategist on CNN as a teen. “I
thought, ‘That sounds like a great job!’”
Today, she’s come a long way from her
childhood on a dairy farm to becoming one
of South Africa’s top economists, and her
rise through the ranks of corporations like
Merrill Lynch, Macquarrie and now Investec
has been a testament to her tenacity. “I love
my job but it’s been a journey,” she says.
“The lack of women having done it makes it
both harder and easier—there’s not a whole
lot of role models.” n
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